FlyWorx Dubbing
By Ian Cox

“Hey Ian, check on this dubbing”, said Terry Andrews on a visit to his office recently. “Isn’t it cool?” he asked. I had to
agree with him that it is, especially if you are into tying caddis or small nymphs. But what makes it truly cool is that it
is manufactured locally. This has two advantages. Firstly the dubbing is very well priced and secondly it can be
custom manufactured to suit your needs. In fact custom dubbing is something Rod and Freddie are concentrating
on. Send them the colour you are looking for and what you want to do and they will make up a dubbing for you at a
very reasonable price. Helpings are generous so you won’t have to buy packets of the stuff in order to tie up a few
flies.
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I have been trying out there stuff and I must tell you that it is a joy to use. The material is very adaptable. You can
thin it right down on small flies or clump it up on the bigger flies or do both thus using the dubbing to manipulate the
shape of the fly.

They have also branched out into beads and are now offering a range of fluorescent plastic beads for use when
fishing for yellows. Rod complained that the coated tungsten or brass beads don’t keep that coating for long when in
use. This making the extra cost a waste of money. Plastic beads that are slightly flexible and coloured right through
offer a better alternative. Sure they are not as heavy but that is easily remedied with a wrap of lead or two. They do
also sell brass beads albeit across a fairly limited range but at a very attractive price
In addition there is a range of silly legs and dubbing wax that Rod says is awesome.
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